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DESCRIBETHE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
Located at Pratt and Poppleton Streets in Baltimore, Maryland, the Baltimore and 
Ohio Transporation Museum occupies the site considered to be the oldest for railroad 
terminal purposes. The B and 0 Transporation Museum is presently composed of 
three buildings The Mount Clare Station, the Museum Annex Building and the Passenger 
Car Roundhouse.

The Mount Clare Station, a two story structure, built in 1830, is the smallest of 
the three buildings and the oldest. It was here the first tickets for any regularly 
scheduled passenger train were reportedly sold. "The subdued Georgian architecture, 
its mellow red brick and its crisp white trim are all reminescent of the early 
1800 f s." This building is presently used as the entrance to the Museum complex.

In 1891 the current Museum Annex Building was constructed. Designed by Ephrem Francis 
Baldwin, this two story building, though newer, conforms with the general character 
of the complex. Baldwins use of a similar brick and a simple "design and line 
permit this annex to fit into the building group with undue contrast."

The Annex was added to the Museum Complex in 1953. The building had previously 
served as a circulating library for B and 0 employees and also as the printing 
department of the railroad. Presently "housed here are small exhibits including 
one of the finest collections of model bridges in the country, a display illustrating 
the development of rail track, historical dioramas, models, signal equipment, 
pictures and other interesting exhibits."

The Passenger Car Roundhouse, by far the largest and most impressive building of 
the complex, was also designed by E. F. Baldwin. Begun in 1883, the Roundhouse 
was completed in only one year. The building remains unique. Twenty-two brick 
panels of equal size and shape are placed in a roughly circular fashion to form 
the walls. Common with these 22 panels are 22 steel columns which support the high 
roof and cupola. "The arrangement of the cupola is considered unusual. The roof 
section is hung on an iron ring supported by iron struts which tie into the tops 
of 22 steel columns." The building "240 feet in diameter and 120 feet in height 
from the floor to the top of the cupola," provides spacious quarters for its displays. 
Inside this Roundhouse, with circular interior, are 22 tracks which effectively 
display a number of historic locomotives and cars. A wooden turntable located 
in the center of the building, originally used to turn locomotives and cars, 
now functions in the placement of exhibits.

The Museum has undergone extensive renovation to both its exterior and interior. 
Formerly closed to the general public, the work done included the painting of 
the interior, patching of walls and roofs, cleaning of the exterior bricks (with 
waterproofing) and general restoration providing for the upkeep and appearance of 
the buildings. As part of this renovation program the lot to the east of the 
museum complex will be landscaped. According to artist conceptions, this 
landscaping would provide outside exhibition space as well as parking facilities 
for visitors to the museum. These plans greatly enhance the appearance of the 
museum, which is at present trapped on the west side by several old structures  
the Battery Shop, the Cold Storage Building (2 stories) and one other shop.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Opened in July 1953, the Baltimore and Ohio Transportation Museum is located on
the site which is unquestionably the oldest terminal for general railroad purposes
in America. The Mount Clare Station contains the oldest railroad repair
shops in the country. Called the "cradle of American Railroading," the B and o
Museum stands as a memorial to the era of the advent of modern mass transportation
by rail as well as a landmark in the transition of transportation modalities in
America.

At the groundbreaking ceremonies Charles Carroll stated, "I consider this one 
of the most important acts of my life, second only to my signing of the Declaration 
of Independence, if second to that."-'- The total ramifications of this statement 
had not yet been witnessed, for the commencement of the Baltimore and Ohio 
Railroad, here at Mount Clare, was the genesis of a lifeline of arteries stretching 
with a nation*s growth across an entire continent.

The principal part of the buildings comprising the Baltimore and Ohio Transportation 
Museum stands on ground used by the Baltimore and Ohio railroad for its first terminal 
property in Baltimore. Undoubtedly, the site is the oldest terminal for general 
railroad purposes in the United States. From a single track , a "train" of four 
cars, individually horse drawn, departed "precisely at nine" on the morning of 
Saturday, May 22, 1830 for 13 mile distant Ellicott's Mills in the formal inaugural 
of rail service in this country.

The great saga of American railroading had begun. There had been roads of rail 
attempted before this, for highly specialized purposes notably, for example, 
the three-mile line railroad constructed near Quincy, Massachusetts in 1826 to 
haul stone for the Bunker Hill Monument. But, as Chief Engineer of the Baltimore 
and Ohio, John H. B. Latrobe, put it some thirty years later, describing the 
opening day activity on West Pratt Street, Baltimore: "This was the first 
money earned on a railroad constructed for general purposes in America. Mauch Chunk 
was a coal road;and Quincy a granite quarry road, but the Baltimore and Ohio 
Railroad was in every sense of the word a railroad.

The original Baltimore and Ohio depot site on West Pratt Street was triangular 
in shape. On that part of the original depot site west of Poppleton Street 
stands the principal part of the building comprising the Baltimore and Ohio 
Transportation Museum, including the Mount Clare Station, at the intersection 
of the railroad tracks and Poppleton Street. Reputedly, this was the station at

iFrontispiece of the source "The Baltimore and Ohio Transportation Museum," booklet 
prepared by the Public Relations Department, Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.
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which passengers for the first regularly scheduled rail service purchased their 
tickets in May 1830, thereby making this the oldest railroad station in the 
United States. Recent research findings, however, dispute this claim.

The weight of evidence now available suggests that the Mount Clare Station 
was not built until the company was sure its railroading venture was a 
success; also, that it's probable date of construction (1835) had more to do 
with its consolidation and growth of the company operations than with the 
actual beginnings of rail service. Probably not the oldest railroad station 
in the country (the station at Ellicott City dates to 1831), the Mount 
Clare Station is still a significant symbol, standing on the oldest railroad 
terminal site in the country.

The Passenger Car Roundhouse was added in 1884 interpretively important
in itself as a symbol of railroad growth. The final addition was made in 1891
with the construction of the presently termed Museum Annex Building.

"John H. B. Latrobe, The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, Personal Recollections, 
A Lecture Delivered Before the Maryland Institute, Baltimore, 1868.
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line to a point which meets the north side of McHenry Street, thence along the 
north side of McHenry Street to a point which intersects Parkin Street, this 
forms the southern most boundary; thence proceed due north along the west side 
of Parkin Street to the point of origin, this forms the eastern boundary.

The museum sits on the eastern extreme tip of the Baltimore and Ohio property at 
Mount Clare which comprises about 33 acres and extends one quarter mile on 
Pratt Street. The Museum includes approximately seven of these acres.

Most data has come from, "The Baltimore and Ohio Transportation Museum," booklet 
published by the Public Relations Department, Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, page 3,

The B and 0 Transportation Museum consists of :

1. Mt. Clare Station

2. 1883 Roundhouse

3. Annex Building

4. Original locomotives and old equipment

These were specified by the Advisory Board.
The boundary was drawn to accommodate the Board's recommendation.
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